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Abstract
Kindergarten readiness standards have increased drastically over the years due to government
legislation and a push for student achievement growth. This has led preschool teachers to feel a
sense of urgency to prepare students as best they can for the increasingly rigorous academic
demands of kindergarten. Preschool teachers are calling upon all possible resources to help
prepare students for kindergarten, specifically parents. Research supports parent involvement in
both the home and preschool classroom for emergent literacy growth. However, many parents,
who likely would be keen to help, are not aware of how much the expectations for kindergarten
readiness have changed since they were young. Therefore, this project proposes the development
of parent engagement within the preschool classroom through teacher modeled emergent literacy
lessons. The focus of the emergent literacy lessons include; developing knowledge specifically
related to interactive read aloud, phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, emergent writing,
and concepts of print.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Problem Statement
Equipping preschool students with emergent literacy concepts and skills is an important
part of developing kindergarten readiness (Terrell & Watson, 2018). However, currently not all
children entering kindergarten are equipped with emergent literacy knowledge characterized by a
rich vocabulary, phonological awareness, and alphabet knowledge (Rohde, 2015). For example,
in Michigan, only 34% of incoming kindergarten and developmental kindergarten students were
found to be at a level that demonstrated readiness for kindergarten (Michigan, 2018). Experience
with emergent literacy concepts and skills is imperative during the early childhood years as it
results in positive and long lasting effects on a child’s development (Terrell & Watson, 2018).
To nurture kindergarten readiness, it is essential that early childhood educators come alongside
preschool families and promote parent engagement to help equip the students with the important
skills needed for kindergarten.
Importance and Rationale of Project
Parent involvement as a child grows is an important contributor to a child’s development
and academic success throughout their life (Haney & Hill, 2004). The importance of parent
involvement in the early childhood years is recognized at both national and state levels through
legislation requiring schools to show evidence of parent involvement and engagement (Michigan
Department of Education [MDE], 2004; Office of Head Start [OHS], 2020). The nation has
developed programs such as Head Start and Early Head Start to support learning from birth to
five years old (OHS, 2020). States such as Michigan provide early intervention for birth to three
years old, as well as free preschool for children who meet criteria for qualifying at risk factors
(Michigan Department of Education [MDE], 2021a; Michigan Department of Education [MDE],
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2021b; OHS, 2020). These national and state level programs aim to reach children at an early age
to equip them with the skills, including emergent literacy skills, that they need to be successful in
kindergarten and beyond (MDE, 2021a; MDE, 2021b; OHS, 2020). These programs often have
mandates for parent involvement. For example, Head Start and Early Head Start strive to create a
relationship in which parents are seen as the first and primary teacher for their child, as well as
partners in education with the Head Start staff, who come alongside the parent to support them in
their role (Gilford, 2013). The Michigan Great Start Readiness Program (GSRP) facilitates
parent involvement with a parent advisory committee, home visits, and conferences throughout
the school year (Michigan Department of Education [MDE], 2014). Parent involvement directly
correlates to positive educational outcomes (MDE, 2004).
As a child enters the emergent literacy stage of development parent engagement and
interactions in promoting these literacy skills are essential, and result in positive and long-lasting
effects on a child’s development (Baker, 2003). Furthermore, parent and child literacy
interactions correlate positively with future literacy skills. Therefore, when children are exposed
to emergent literacy skills within their home or early childhood settings they are more prepared
for literacy expectations in kindergarten (Bracken & Fischel, 2008). Promoting parent
involvement in both the child’s classroom and home is an important component in the
development of emergent literacy skills and the path to creating a home learning environment
that is literacy aware (van Bergen, E., van Zuijen, T., Bishop, D., & de Jong, P.F., 2016).
Background of Project
It is essential that early childhood educators strive to collaborate with preschool families,
and create a partnership to optimally benefit the preschool student’s development and education
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to help prepare the child for kindergarten. The fact that only 34% of incoming Michigan
kindergarten and developmental kindergarten students were found to be at a level that
demonstrated readiness for kindergarten is alarming (MDE, 2018). The low percentage of
students displaying readiness may be the result of various factors that influence a preschool
child’s emergent literacy exposure including heightened curriculum expectations, as well as
linguistic, cultural, and economical factors (Bassok, D., Latham, S., & Rorem, A., 2016.; Clark
& Fleming, 2019; Gwendolyn, C., Keesey, S., Bennett, J.G., Ramnath, R., & Council III, M.R.,
2016; Lonigan, C.J., Farver, J.M., Nakamoto, J. & Eppe, S., 2013; Neuman & Celano, 2001; van
Bergen et al., 2016).
When evaluating the history and factors of emergent literacy and kindergarten readiness,
it is important to note that the expectations of emergent literacy education and exposure prior to
kindergarten have drastically changed over the years (Bassok et al., 2016). A major contributing
factor to the rigorous expectations of incoming kindergarten students has been as a result of
increased school accountability through the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), which was
enacted in 2001 by the federal government (Santi, K.L., York, M., Foorman, B. R. & Francis,
D.J., 2009). NCLB was created to increase standards and accountability of the education system,
as a result, this act led to a rise in assessing of students to ensure that the standards were being
met (DellaMattera, 2010). The effects of accountability and heightened standardized testing as a
result of NCLB have traveled down to the lower elementary grades and kindergarten with the
push to prepare students and meet standardized expectations (Repko-Erwin, 2017). The NCLB
Act was replaced with the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) which was signed into law in
2015 (Adler-Greene, 2019). The ESSA has subsequently continued the accountability of
standards through testing (Adler-Greene, 2019). Furthermore, the implementation of Common
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Core Standards in a majority of the states across the country beginning in 2010 has further led to
the push to expand curriculum expectations and reduce choice time in the kindergarten
classroom (Bowdon, 2015). Common Core Standards are aligned to build on each other,
meaning that if a kindergarten teacher fails to have their students meet the standards while they
are in their class, future grade level teachers will continue to have difficulty meeting benchmark
expectations with the students (Bowdon, 2015). Current kindergarten parents quite possibly are
unaware of the changes in kindergarten readiness standards as Bassok et al., (2016) found from
their study that over the course of twelve years ranging from 1998 to 2010 the academic
expectations for kindergarten rose drastically. This rise in expectations has led to the majority of
the day focused on literacy instruction, followed by math and testing preparations, and lastly by
choice time (Miller & Almon, 2009). The changes of expectations for kindergarten readiness
combined with parents being unaware of the expectation that their children acquire particular
literacy skills by kindergarten entry, may be a contributing factor to the emergent literacy
exposure in the home, as the kindergarten that many parents themselves attended looks quite
different from current kindergarten classrooms today (Bassok et al., 2016; Miller & Almon,
2009).
Furthermore, it is important to note that the increased rigor for kindergarten readiness has
altered the skillset a parent may need to prepare their child for kindergarten. Over time
researchers and educators have learned of the importance of introducing emergent literacy skills
to pre-kindergarten students. The introduction of emergent literacy skills such as concepts of
print knowledge, phonological awareness, name and letter writing, reading interaction, and
alphabet knowledge correlate to positive academic success through the child’s future educational
years (Neumann et al., 2013; Puranick & Lonigan, 2012; van Kleeck, A., Gilliam, R.B.,
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Hamilton, L., McGrath, C., 1997; Piasta, S.B., Petscher, Y., & Justice, L.M., 2012). Parent
knowledge of these emergent literacy skills and how to create a home literacy environment is an
important factor as it directly impacts the child’s emergent literacy abilities (van Bergen et al.,
2016). However, it is important to note that the skill set that many early childhood educators may
expect parents to utilize at home is a skill set similar to classroom teaching, and parents may
need guidance in implementing instruction within the home (Wachel, 2014). Parent education is
important when it comes to family literacy based interactions, as a parent teaching and exposing
their young child to literacy based skills is a key component in the development of emergent
literacy (Haney & Hill, 2004). The importance of parents being equipped with the skill set
reemphasizes the indispensable value of parent involvement in preparation for kindergarten
readiness.
Children who come from homes where English is not their first language are less likely to
be exposed to English. This can result in the preschoolers lacking the English literacy skills their
peers may have. The lack of exposure to English can directly correlate to lower scores on an
assessment as the English language learner may lack the vocabulary necessary to be successful
on the assessment (Lonigan et al., 2013). According to Lonigan et al., (2013), preschoolers who
are English language learners, when compared to monolingual English speaking preschoolers,
are found to be at a higher risk of developing reading difficulties in school.
Additionally, the socioeconomic status (SES) of families can correlate to emergent
literacy knowledge. Children from lower income neighborhoods have fewer literacy
opportunities than children from middle class income neighborhoods. Oftentimes, fewer books
are readily available to low income neighborhoods, as well as fewer opportunities for
environmental print (Neuman & Celano, 2001). This difference in availability of books and
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environmental print contributes to the gap in pre-literacy skills among preschool students, and
affects the emergent literacy knowledge a preschooler may have (Neuman & Celano, 2001).
Access to culturally relevant literature is an additional important factor that may affect
emergent literacy exposure. It is important for both the families and the children to see
themselves represented within the literature, as student comprehension and engagement are
positively affected when reading culturally relevant texts (Clark and Fleming, 2019). When the
reader can identify and relate to the text then it aids in creating a positive reading experience
(Gwendolyn et al., 2016). Finding literature that reflects diversity can be challenging as
according to Anderson (2019) in the past twenty-four years thirteen percent of published
children’s literature has been considered multicultural. This small percentage of culturally
diverse books can impact the availability and exposure to culturally relevant literature for
families and children (Anderson, 2019). This may in turn have a negative impact on emergent
literacy exposure in the home. It is crucial for families and children to have a connection
between their home life and literacy exposure.
It is important that educators form a meaningful relationship with both the student and
parents to become fully aware of the knowledge and background students are bringing to the
classroom (Moll et al., 1992). This knowledge allows for the educator to reach out to parents to
encourage involvement within the classroom and home to help get the child ready for
kindergarten.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project is to create an opportunity for early childhood educators to
promote parent involvement within the home and classroom to help increase the preschooler’s
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emergent literacy knowledge in preparation for kindergarten. The project will focus on building
parent engagement and increasing child emergent literacy knowledge within the preschool
classroom throughout the school year. Allowing the inclusion of parents within the classroom to
occur over the course of the year will help encourage parent involvement between the preschool
families and the educators. Parent involvement within the classroom will focus on a specific
aspect of emergent literacy including phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, concepts of
print, emergent writing, as well as interactive read aloud. Families will be provided with
modeled lessons and the opportunity to practice implementing the modeled methods presented at
each of the parent involvement sessions to take and apply in their home environment.
This project will create materials to be utilized for the parent involvement sessions.
Additionally, an early childhood educator or program director will find the materials useful as
they will be able to take the materials and apply them to their early childhood program to
promote family-educator interactions. There is research confirming the importance of educator
and family collaboration (Terrell & Watson, 2018). Although there are numerous studies
regarding the importance of educator and family involvement, there are not always practical
materials arranged for easy access to early childhood educators. The materials included for the
emergent literacy sessions will take into account the various factors influencing emergent
literacy exposure in the home including linguistic, cultural, and economical factors.
Objectives of Project
The first objective of this project is to create an opportunity to promote parent
involvement through the emergent literacy sessions. The materials produced for the series of
parent involvement sessions will aid in the enrichment of experience for preschoolers in the
home literacy environment. The created materials will consist of various emergent literacy
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activities including reading interactions, phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, writing,
and concepts of print.
The second objective will be for preschool students to actively participate in a read aloud
as interactive reading experiences are beneficial to a child’s language growth (van Kleek et al.,
1997). Preschool parents will be able to read with their child in a meaningful way initiating
conversations, asking comprehension questions, and discussing vocabulary.
The third objective will be for preschool students to actively participate in building their
phonological awareness skills through such activities as listening to rhyming books and learning
letter sounds (Schuele & Murphy, 2014). Preschool parents will be able to utilize age appropriate
phonological awareness skills with their preschool child through strategies such as intentionally
reading books that contain rhymes and talking about letter sounds with their child in everyday
routines.
The fourth objective will be to increase the preschool child’s alphabet knowledge, as
preschool development of alphabet knowledge is an important component of emergent literacy
development (Piasta et al., 2012). Additionally, parents will be able to incorporate alphabet
enrichment within the home environment through read aloud and game like play.
The fifth objective will be for parents to assist and model writing with their child in every
day routines (e.g., list making), as writing is an important developmental skill during the
emergent literacy period (Puranick & Lonigan, 2012).
The final objective will be for preschoolers to build knowledge of concepts of print, as
well as for parents to be able to further develop this knowledge by incorporating the reading of
environmental print in the home and community. Research indicates that the referencing of
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environmental print to children in the emergent literacy stage has a positive effect on the child’s
emergent literacy skills (Neumann, et al., 2013).
Definition of Terms
Alphabet Knowledge: The ability to recognize and name the letters of the alphabet, make the
sound of each letter, and connect the letter with the sound (Rohde, 2015).
At risk: At risk factors include the following: low family income, environmental risks, parent(s)
with low educational attainment, diagnosed disability or developmental delay, primary home
language other than English, abuse or neglect of child or parent, severe or challenging behavior
(Wu, J.H., Lee, K., Van Egeren, L.A., 2019).
Concepts of Print: The understanding of print and that it conveys meaning; also includes the
ability to decipher between words and letters (Rohde, 2015).
Emergent literacy skills: The skills that are developed prior to conventional reading and writing
including: oral language development, phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, concepts of
print, and emergent writing (Rohde, 2015).
Emergent Writing: The exploration of writing through a developmental continuum ranging from
drawing, to scribbling, to letter like forms, to letter writing, to inventive spelling (Cabell, S.Q.,
Breit-Smith, A., Fazal, Z., Turnbull, K.P., Justice, L.M., & Kaderavek, J.N., 2015).
Home literacy environment: The frequency and variety of ways in which activities associated
with literacy are utilized in the child’s home (Buvaneswari & Padakannaya, 2017).
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Interactive Read Aloud: The active reading engagement between the child and adult with
dialogue based strategies before, during, and after the reading that help to increase engagement
and comprehension throughout the reading (Lenox, 2013).
Language Development: The development of oral language through the development of
vocabulary and phonological awareness (Rohde, 2015).
Phonological Awareness: Focuses on the sound structure of language. This encompasses such
skills as rhyming, beginning sounds in words, as well as how many sounds are in a particular
word (Schuele & Murphy, 2014).
Scope of Project
This project will provide specific materials and activities for literacy based parent
involvement sessions. The literacy sessions will provide valuable information for preschool
families on how to implement and build upon emergent literacy skills within the home
environment. The literacy sessions will also provide an opportunity for early childhood educators
and families to interact within a school setting that can be translated to the home environment.
The literacy sessions will occur throughout the school year and will be surrounded by additional
family involvement such as parent-teacher conferences and home visits to help promote positive
interactions between the educator and family.
The emergent literacy sessions are designed to fit the needs of early childhood
classrooms and programs. The success of this project will be dependent upon the willingness of
preschool families to attend and participate in the literacy sessions, as well as the families’
willingness to implement the strategies and materials in the home environment. The educator
will need to put forth effort to increase awareness to the families of the emergent literacy
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sessions. Additionally, educators will need to work to achieve positive communications with
families so that the families feel welcome and have a desire to attend the literacy sessions.
Finally, it is important to note that early childhood educators need to believe in the importance of
educator and family interactions for the continued success of the preschool child.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
The experiences in a child’s early years can significantly affect their education and
learning long term (Williams & Lerner, 2019). In addition to the importance of early
experiences, research shows that parent involvement in their child’s early childhood school
setting helps to prepare children for kindergarten (Barnett et al., 2020). This project focuses on
creating an opportunity for early childhood educators to come alongside preschool families and
interact to help increase preschoolers’ emergent literacy knowledge in preparation for
kindergarten. This chapter will provide an explanation and overview of the theories and rationale
for supporting the collaboration of parents and educators in preschool. Additionally, the literature
review will include information regarding the positive effects of parent involvement on
kindergarten readiness, positive methods to engage families in the continued development of
emergent literacy skills, as well as research revealing the importance of emergent literacy
development in the early childhood years.
Theory/Rationale
The development of emergent literacy skills in preparation for kindergarten readiness is
guided by developmental and educational theories. This project identifies primarily with theories
that fall under the constructivist theory umbrella, as a central goal for constructivism is to create
the opportunity to construct knowledge and learning in a social setting such as the home or
classroom (Hirtle, 1996).
Social Constructivism and Social Interactionism
Learning begins from the moment a child is born, and the parents become the child’s first
teacher (Vygotsky, 1978). Lev Vygotsky emphasized the importance of social interactions in
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development, as “children respond to the reality they see and experience around them, and what
they learn reflects this reality” (Penn, 2014, p.47). As a child’s first teacher, parents can see the
abilities of what their children can do, as well as what their child’s next developmental steps are
in the learning continuum. Lev Vygotsky introduced the term Zone of Proximal Development
(Penn, 2014). The Zone of Proximal Development is defined as “seeking to identify teaching that
uses the competence of the adult or more capable peer as the guide for a child’s participation in
an activity” (DeVries, 2008, p.10). The Zone of Proximal Development allows for the child to be
supported in their learning, allowing them to learn more than they would be able to on their own
(Sharkins, K., Newton, A., Causey, C. & Ernest, J.M., 2017). The Zone of Proximal
Development applies to both the teacher and child in an educational setting, as well as the parent
and child in the home environment, and aims to support the child at a level slightly higher than
their current independent ability (Margolis, 2020). Jerome Bruner and his colleagues furthered
Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development with the term scaffolding (Margolis, 2020).
Scaffolding refers to the support given by a teacher or parent to help a child complete a task or
learn new material that they may not have been able to complete independently (Margolis, 2020).
The teacher or parent should help the child to build on their knowledge, and model the next steps
as well as encourage the child to further their learning (Penn, 2014).
The role of the parent is an important part of a child’s emergent literacy development, as a
child’s development is enhanced through interactions with others (Hoff, 2006). This refinement
of skill through interactions is displayed within the social interactionist theoretical perspective
(Hoff, 2006). The development of language through social environments and interactive
communications led by a responsive person that utilizes “a rich vocabulary and complex
structure” obtain language quicker than children in social environments that offer less support
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with language and communication (Hoff, 2006, p. 72). A child’s environment affects the
development of vocabulary and language, and the development of these skills is encouraged
through meaningful interactions within the environment (Hoff, 2006).
The development of language and an understanding of speech is the beginning of a child
building the skills that they will need to eventually enter the realm of emergent literacy
(Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). The emergent literacy perspective is “used to denote the idea that
the acquisition of literacy is best conceptualized as a developmental continuum, with its origins
early in the life of a child…there is not clear demarcation between reading and pre-reading”
(Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, p.848). The developmental continuum of emergent literacy skills
expand over time and build on each other (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). The emergent literacy
perspective supports the theory of outside-in and inside-out which suggests that literacy consists
of two domains inside-out (e.g., phonological awareness and letter knowledge) and outside-in
(e.g., language and conceptual knowledge). The inside-out and outside-in theory of literacy
explains the importance and connection of emergent literacy skills such as phonological
awareness, alphabet knowledge, concepts of print, emergent writing, and read aloud as these
skills are interconnected for future reading success, further displaying the continuum in which
literacy develops (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001).
The theories and rationale of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development, Bruner’s
scaffolding, Hoff’s language development, as well as Whitehurst and Lonigan’s inside-out
outside-in approach to literacy help guide and increase an understanding in emergent literacy
skill development in preparation for kindergarten readiness (Margolis, 2020; Hoff, 2006; Snow,
1972; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, 2001).
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Research/Evaluation
The research analyzed in this section focuses on the importance of parent involvement on
kindergarten readiness, as well as positive methods to engage families in the continued
development of emergent literacy skills. Finally, the research analyzed will culminate with
discussion on studies revealing the importance of emergent literacy development in the early
childhood years.
Methods to Increase Parent Engagement in Emergent Literacy Development
Parent-teacher involvement is an important component of student success (Ihmeideh &
Al-Maadadi, 2020). Research shows that parent-teacher interaction in the preschool years fosters
literacy development (Arnold, D.H., Zeljo, A., & Doctoroff, G.L., 2008; Barnett et al., 2020;
Marti, M., Merz, E.C., Repka, K.R., Landers, C., Noble, K.G., & Duch, H., 2018). Additionally,
parent engagement in the early childhood education setting and at home is connected to the
increase of a child’s pre-literacy development and kindergarten readiness (Barnett et al., 2020;
Arnold et al., 2008). Children show more progress in literacy when parents receive modeled
examples of literacy instruction (Dennis & Margarella, 2017; Ihmeideh & Al-Maadadi, 2020).
Literacy in the home may look quite different than it does in the context of a classroom as family
literacy varies across different homes and is impacted by socioeconomic status, as well as
cultural and linguistic differences (Brown, C.L., Schell, R., Denton, R., & Knode, E., 2019).
Increasing parent involvement and enriching literacy practices through the interaction of families
and educators coming alongside each other allows for positive growth in literacy development
and kindergarten readiness with the child’s best interest at heart (Arnold et al., 2008; Barnett et
al., 2020). The research within this section presents information from studies that seek to further
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support the importance of parent teacher interaction in helping to develop kindergarten readiness
during the preschool years.
Barnett et al., (2020) drew on data from a national early childhood longitudinal study to
discover links between early childhood educators’ efforts to involve parents in the early
childhood classroom, and parent participation in early childhood classroom activities, parent
engagement in home learning opportunities, and kindergarten readiness. Participants were 2,250
children who attended center-based early childhood programs (e.g., Head Start) during the
preschool years, and parents of the children. Examples of teacher’s efforts to involve parents
were through parent-teacher meetings, class events, volunteering, serving on committees, and
helping with field trips. Additionally, study participants were evaluated through observation of
engagement in home learning experiences with their preschool child. These experiences included
engaging activities such as singing songs, reading stories, and telling stories with the preschool
child (Barnett et al., 2020). The observation of engagement in home learning experiences sought
to identify the quantity, as well as the quality of the interactions between parent and child
(Barnett et al., 2020). Quantity was evaluated based on the number of interactions in a week,
while quality was evaluated on a Likert-type scale where higher scores relayed purposeful
developmentally appropriate behaviors and methods for working with the child (Barnett et al.,
2020). Kindergarten readiness was defined as language skills consisting of the ability to tell a
simple story with picture cues, as well as to utilize complex sentences in English; early reading
consisted of the ability to utilize vocabulary, print knowledge and skills, sight words, letter
recognition, and letter-sound relationship; and early math consisting of number sense, counting,
patterning, geometry, and basic math calculations. Barnett, et al., (2020) determined that parentschool involvement in preschool settings was positively correlated with kindergarten readiness
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skills. Parents who volunteered in their preschool child’s classroom reported more in home
learning activities (Barnett et al., 2020). Involving parents in their child’s education during the
early childhood years is impactful on kindergarten readiness skills as the study strongly
displayed a link between the exposure of the quality and quantity of home learning activities,
thus supporting the idea of parent engagement in home learning activities to help create school
readiness (Barnett et al., 2020). Barnett et al., (2020) suggested that:
Engaging parents in school settings may be a mechanism by which ECE providers can
indirectly influence home learning activities…providing parents with the knowledge,
skills, and resources to provide home learning activities that are congruent with what the
child is experiencing in school (p.262).
A study conducted by Marti et al., (2018) researched the relationship between parent
involvement and school readiness skills through the preschool years within a Head Start
preschool program. Participants of the study consisted of 147 preschool children and their
parents from four Head Start centers. Kindergarten readiness was defined as literacy skills that
consisted of identifying letters and sounds, naming pictures, rhyming, blending, segmenting,
identifying syllables, and reading printed words; early math consisted of counting, counting
objects, basic number calculations, and identifying numbers; self-regulation consisted of
following natural directions followed by a conflicting action, and evaluating the ability to wait
during a timed task; and social-emotional consisted of evaluating anger, anxiety, and social
competence (Marti et al., 2018). Parent involvement was defined within the study as workshop
attendance, classroom event attendance, time within the home utilizing the GSR (Getting Ready
for School) activities, as well as the use of digital content (Marti et al., 2018). The GSR activities
focused on math, literacy, and self-regulation based skills. The activities were designed to use
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basic household items and were to be incorporated into everyday life within the child’s home or
neighborhood. The GSR activities incorporated ideas such as “hunt for letters” where the
families went on a walk searching for the letters in their name; “what belongs? what does not?”
where the children practice counting, sorting, and adding various objects; as well as “let’s play
freeze” where preschoolers could practice self-regulation skills (Marti et al., 2018, p.5). Families
were offered in person sessions such as orientation and information workshops, as well as the
opportunity to attend two classroom parties a year (Marti et al., 2018). The workshops were one
hour each and involved the parents in discussions, role playing, and provided modeling of
various literacy skills (Marti et al., 2018). The classroom parties offered an opportunity for
parents to come to their child’s classroom and interact with their child while the classroom
educators supported the parents with positive feedback and role modeling (Marti et al., 2018).
Additionally, at the culmination of the classroom party the parents, children, and educators
would work through a planned activity together (e.g., reading a poem and finding words that
rhyme). The study determined that when it came to participating in school events parents seem to
enjoy attending the class parties, rather than the workshop sessions as the parties had higher
attendance rates (Marti et al., 2018). Additionally, higher levels of parent involvement in the
home learning experiences were associated with an increase in school readiness skills for the
preschool students (Marti et al, 2018). Actively involving families in their child’s education,
equipping them with ideas and strategies to utilize in the home, as well as creating an
opportunity to interact with teachers and other families at events such as literacy based class
parties impacts the child’s kindergarten readiness (Marti et al., 2018).
Castro, D.C., Bryant, D.M., Peisner-Feinberg, E.S., Skinner, M.L., (2004) researched
parent involvement within Head Start preschool programs and gathered information on the type
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of involvement and the frequency of involvement. The study consisted of information obtained
from four Head Start centers and was comprised of information from volunteer logs to determine
volunteer patterns; interview responses from 127 parents and 59 teachers to determine volunteer
patterns and preferences (e.g., volunteering in the classroom, attending parent meetings, assisting
with field trips, or volunteering to help with tasks such as laundry at home); as well as classroom
observations of 35 teachers to determine classroom quality (e.g., classroom setup, interactions,
activities, and routines) and the possible effect on parent volunteering. The study aimed to
determine patterns and influences of parent involvement (Castro et al., 2004). The study revealed
that parents prefer to volunteer within the classroom setting with thirty-five percent of the
parents opting to participate in the classroom (Castro et al., 2004). Additionally, the study
revealed that the quality of the child’s classroom had a strong correlation with parent
involvement indicating that the classroom environment plays a key role in welcoming parents
(Castro et al., 2004). Overall, the study conducted by Castro et al., (2004) displays the
importance of creating a classroom environment that welcomes parents to volunteer as parents
preferred method of volunteering is within the classroom.
Importance of Emergent Literacy Development in the Early Childhood Years
Emergent literacy is an important developmental stage for young children, as it is the
basis for continued development in reading and writing (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Mastery
of emergent literacy skills such as concepts of print, emergent writing, reading interaction,
phonological awareness, and alphabet knowledge correlate positively with the development of
reading ability and future academic success (Neumann, et al., 2013; Piasta et al., 2012; Puranick
& Lonigan, 2012; Schuele & Murphy, 2014; van Kleeck et al., 1997). These literacy skills
develop on a continuum with each demonstration of conventional literacy (e.g. retelling the plot
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of a familiar story) built from emergent literacy experiences (e.g. interacting with parent in readaloud of favorite book) (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001; Rhode, 2015). Additionally, these
emergent literacy skills are all necessary components to the development of literacy, and must be
developed as a set rather than one at a time to properly prepare students for literacy development
(McLachlan & Arrow, 2014).
Reading and emergent literacy development. Interactive read aloud is defined as active
reading engagement between the child and adult with dialogue based strategies before, during,
and after reading that help to improve engagement and comprehension throughout the reading
experience (Lenox, 2013). Interactive read aloud is an important component of emergent literacy
development as it allows a child to further expand knowledge and understanding of what is being
read through conversation with the adult reader (Lennox, 2013). This experience will translate as
the child grows into an independent reader allowing them to utilize comprehension strategies and
make personal connections to the reading (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). When interactive read
aloud experiences are supportive (e.g., the adult scaffolds learning for the child asking questions
to provoke thinking and comprehension), engaging (e.g., the adult reads with intonation and
allows the child to be an active participant), and mutually inclusive (e.g., the child is engaged
and active in the reading) they are positively linked to academic performance (Lennox, 2013). In
order to assist children in interactive read aloud it is essential that preschoolers have the
opportunity to gain quality reading experiences that focus their attention on developing reading
in such ways as building comprehension (asking questions that requires the child to dig deeper),
vocabulary (e.g., discussing words and their meaning within the text), and making connections
(e.g., allows the reader to make connections and relate to the text) while reading with an adult
(Lennox, 2013). Interactive reading is an important component of emergent literacy
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development, and is an essential piece to future reading success, providing parents with the
necessary knowledge of how to implement interactive read aloud will help to increase a child’s
future academic success.
Interactive read aloud is an important component of emergent literacy development as
van Kleeck et al., (1997) found within their ethnographic study, that children who completed
interactive reading with their parents showed larger language growth when the parents
conversationally discussed a large portion of the reading at the child’s level of understanding,
and a small percentage of the discussion was presented at a more challenging level. Additionally,
van Kleek et al., (1997) discovered that three methods specifically utilized within the interactive
read aloud between parents and preschoolers resulted in the increase of preschool language and
early reading scores on assessments. These specific methods included matching perception,
utterances, and reasoning about perception (van Kleek et al., 1997). Matching perception was
defined within the study as the questioning and commenting of objects or characters within the
book. Utterances were defined as utilizing methods which focused on having the child recall
information, describe characteristics and scenes, as well as recognize intonation patterns of
speech in order to be able to complete phrases and sentences within the text (van Kleek et al.,
1997). Reasoning about perception is defined within the study as the discussion of the text by
making “hypothetical predictions, problem solving, and explaining concepts and providing
general information” (van Kleek et al., 1997, p. 1263). Parents who provide an interactive read
aloud utilizing matching perception, utterances, and reasoning about perception provide
preschoolers with a greater opportunity for growth by scaffolding their learning throughout the
reading interaction (van Kleek, et al., 1997).
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Hindman, A.H., Skibbe, L.E., & Foster, T.D., (2013) presented research findings from
their ethnographic study of parent-child conversation during book readings. The study sought to
identify how the read aloud conversations between parents and their preschool child were related
to early literacy skill development. Researchers focused on the
meaning-focused practices [which] included behaviors related to highlighting new
vocabulary, recalling or summarizing book content, relating the book to the child’s own
experiences or to other familiar books, acting out the story, directing the child to examine
the pictures, and expanding on the story (Hindman et al., 2013, p.296).
Hindman et al., (2013) found that parents who focused on meaning related practices during the
read aloud resulted in the development of stronger language skills for the preschool child.
Furthermore, the research revealed that children developed stronger vocabulary skills when the
parents discussed the reading with their child and related personal experiences to the reading.
Creating meaning for preschoolers during interactive read aloud experiences through discussion
and relation of personal experiences helps to increase the child’s vocabulary and language
development (Hindman et al., 2013).
Phonological Awareness and Emergent Literacy Development. Phonological awareness
is defined as “the understanding of different ways that oral language can be divided into smaller
components and manipulated” (Chard & Dickson, 1999). Phonological awareness development
takes place in a continuum of development through preschool to first grade (Schuele & Murphy,
2014). Often the sequence of developing “phonological awareness appears to develop in a
general sequence; rhyme, alliteration, words, syllables, onset-rime, and phoneme,” however, this
sequence is not set and many of these skills can be developed at the same time (Cabell et al.,
2015, p.5). According to Whitehurst and Lonigan (1998), children who begin school with
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phonological awareness are at an advantage for learning to read and eventually spell, as the
ability to hear and manipulate the phonemes that make up a word will be needed to decode a
word by segmenting it into its component sounds, and likewise to spell the word, once a child
learns sound-symbol correlations. In order to assist children in acquiring phonological
awareness, it is essential that preschoolers have the opportunity to gain experiences that focus
their attention on the structures of language, in such ways as utilizing alphabet books to listen to
letter sounds, or reading books with rhyming, as well as singing nursery rhymes (Schuele &
Murphy, 2014). Phonological awareness is an important component of emergent literacy
development, providing support to parents and building their ability to scaffold these skills with
their child is an important component to future literary success (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998;
Schuele & Murphy, 2014).
Reese, E., Roberston, S.J., Divers, S., & Schaughency, E. (2015) conducted a study to
evaluate the verbal interactions between preschoolers and their parents, and the connection to
preschool children’s phonological awareness knowledge. Researchers observed parents and their
preschool child interacting with a set of predetermined toys which allowed for phonological skill
interactions such as alliteration and rhyming (Reese et al., 2015). Parents were instructed by the
research team to direct their child’s attention to the sounds of words utilizing the toys provided in
any way that felt natural to them (Reese et al., 2015). Researchers then observed as parents
utilized sound talk, which is defined as the parent drawing attention to the sounds of words,
while playing with toys with their child; for example, “does the brown banana have a beak?”
(Reese et al., 2015, p. 64). Researchers then assessed the preschoolers utilizing oral language and
phonological awareness assessments to determine individual preschool student abilities. The
study determined that parents who utilized more sound talk had preschoolers that displayed a
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more advanced knowledge of phonological awareness (Reese et al., 2015). Therefore, allowing
preschool students the opportunity to hear and interact in playful ways with sounds and language
helps to further develop their phonological awareness (Reese et al., 2015).
Stadler & McEvoy (2003) presented research findings from their study of parent-child
interactions during shared book readings. The study sought to determine if various book genres,
specifically story books versus rhyming alphabet books have an effect on the emergent literacy
behavior promoted during joint book returns. Researchers observed parents and their preschool
child interacting in a shared read aloud of one of the two genres of books. Researchers then
assessed utilizing a language screening test, and scored parent-child recordings for categories
including print concepts, book concepts, phonological awareness, and reading content. Stadler &
McEvoy (2003) found that parents who read story books were more likely to discuss the content
of language (e.g., discussing the setting, events, characters, or making connections); while
parents who read the rhyming alphabet book were more likely to discuss form (e.g., language
related to phonological awareness and print concepts) during the shared reading experience.
“The results of this study indicate clearly that the type of book a parent reads to a child can and
does influence the parent’s attention to these very important reading skills” (Stadler & McEvoy,
2003, p.510). Consciously choosing books that elicit the use of phonological awareness skills is a
way that parents and educators alike can encourage phonological awareness development in the
emergent literacy stage of development (Stadler & McEvoy, 2003).
Alphabet Knowledge and Emergent Literacy Development. Alphabet knowledge is
defined as the ability to recognize and name letters of the alphabet, make the sound of each
letter, and connect the letter with the sound; typically in the emergent stage it begins with the
understanding that there is a relationship between letters and sounds (National Association for
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the Education of Young Children [NAEYC], 1998; Rohde, 2015). Alphabet knowledge is an
essential component within the emergent literacy continuum as the knowledge of
[l]etters and their corresponding sounds are the basic building block of alphabetic
languages…[c]hildren who understand the alphabetic principle or insight that printed
words consist of letters that can be mapped to sounds, have achieved an important first
step in learning to read and write (Piasta, 2014, p.203).
Various factors play into the sequence of developing alphabet knowledge in terms of letter
identification and sound connections, for example, a child is more likely to remember the letters
in their name, letters that are at the beginning of the alphabet (e.g., A, B, C), and letters that have
a distinct shape (e.g., the letter x), while sound development is likely to occur first with letters
where the beginning sound in the name of the letter signals the sound (e.g., the letter b) (Piasta,
2014). In order to assist children in acquiring alphabet knowledge it is essential that preschoolers
have the opportunity to gain experiences that focus their attention on letters, letter sounds, and
their relationship to each other through such interactions as embedding discussion into shared
reading (e.g., I see the letter A in this words, do you see it), integrating into everyday
conversation and routines (e.g., If your name starts with the letter A, you may line up), and
playing games with letters (e.g., have children look for a specific letter in pile of magnet letters)
(Piasta, 2014). Allowing preschoolers to develop a strong base for alphabet knowledge is
important, as “preschool and kindergarten students with poor knowledge of letter names and
sounds are more likely to struggle with learning to read” (Piasta & Wagner, 2010, p.8).
Differentiated instruction is an important tool to utilize in increasing alphabet knowledge during
the emergent literacy developmental span (Piasta, 2014). Piasta (2014) recommends allowing
alphabet instruction to take place in various engaging, realistic, and fun ways; while being
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intentional and explicit with the instruction. Alphabet knowledge instruction can be delivered
through such methods as embedding it in shared reading experiences, allowing children to find
and point to letters, going on letter hunts, playing sounds games, and bringing it into
conversation throughout the day (Piasta, 2014). Alphabet knowledge is an important component
of emergent literacy development, providing support to parents and assisting with their ability to
scaffold these skills with their child is an important component to future literary success Piasta,
2014; Piasta & Wagner, 2010).
A study conducted by Jones, C.D, Clark, S.K., & Reutzel, D.R. (2013) focused on a
method of teaching alphabet knowledge entitled Enhancing Alphabet Knowledge, also known as
EAK. Researchers determined that the EAK method allowed preschool students to retain letter
names and letter sound knowledge better when smaller more frequent letter lessons were
presented to the students (Jones et al., 2013). Jones et al., (2013) further suggests that in addition
to brief frequent letter name and sound lessons, that instruction also allow for multiple rotations
during the school year through the alphabet to increase student exposure. Furthermore, a study
conducted by Piasta, S.B., Purpura, D.J., & Wagner, R.K. (2010) sought to determine if students
retained letters better when letter names and sounds were taught separately or when letter names
and sounds were taught simultaneously. Their study revealed that students retained alphabet
knowledge more effectively when letter names and sounds were taught simultaneously (Piasta et
al., 2010). Therefore, it is important that preschool students are taught letter names and sounds
simultaneously, as well as in frequent instructional lessons given in small increments of time
allowing for multiple rotations of the alphabet throughout the school year creating the
opportunity preschool students to develop the recommended benchmark level of alphabet
knowledge (Jones et al., 2013; Piasta et al., 2010; Piasta et al., 2012).
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Alphabet knowledge and preparation for kindergarten readiness are connected to future
academic success as supported by Piasta et al., (2012) and their investigation of alphabet
knowledge and ideal letter benchmarks for preschool students. The investigation revealed that
the ideal benchmark for letter identification at the end of preschool was for students to correctly
identify 18 upper case letters and 15 lowercase letters (Piasta et al., 2012). This ideal benchmark
was determined to allow students to continue to meet the literacy benchmarks into the first grade
(Piasta et al., 2012). Their findings suggest that preschool students who are able to identify a
certain number of upper and lowercase letters will be equipped with an important component of
emergent literacy development as they continue with school (Piasta et al., 2012).
Farry-Thorn, M., Treiman, R., and Robins, S. (2020) analyzed research from parent-child
conversations to determine how parents and children discuss letters within the home
environment, the materials that they utilized for letter instruction, and if there were any variances
in these factors due to the socioeconomic status of the child’s family. Researchers focused on
four components of letters including, letters representing sounds, the shape of letters, sequencing
of letters to make words, and the forming of letter shapes (Farry-Thorn et al., 2020). The
research revealed that regardless of socioeconomic status families acquired materials for letter
instruction (e.g., worksheets, magnet letters, flash cards, and alphabet blocks) (Farry-Thorn et al.,
2020). Additionally, research revealed that parents and children in the study often focused on
identifying letters within the surrounding environment, sometimes discussed letter sequences in
words, and rarely directly linked the sound and name of a letter together (Farry-Thorn et al.,
2020). Providing additional modeled instruction to parents in regards to alphabet knowledge and
more specifically letter sounds would assist in increasing effectiveness of home literacy
instruction (Farry-Thorn et al., 2020).
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Writing and Emergent Literacy Development. Emergent writing is an important
component of emergent literacy, and is defined as the exploration of writing through a
developmental continuum ranging from drawing, to scribbling, to letter like forms, to letter
writing, to inventive spelling (Cabell et al., 2015). It is also important to note that children often
move between the various forms of writing depending on the writing task at hand (e.g., letter
formations for writing their name, while utilizing scribbling when pretending to write a food
order while taking part in dramatic play) (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Writing allows the child
to express their ideas and communicate, and at the emergent level shows that the child
understands that writing conveys meaning (Gerde, H.K., Bingham, G.E. & Wasik, B.A., 2012).
Allowing children to express early writing abilities through such activities as name writing and
dramatic play (e.g., making grocery lists, writing notes, or party invitations) allows for an
increase in awareness of other emergent literacy skills as well, for example, alphabet knowledge
and letter-sound relationships (Gerde et al., 2012; Rhode, 2015). It is important that both
educators and parents are providing materials and opportunities for children to take part in
writing activities (Bindman, S.W., Skibbe, L.E., Hindman, A.H., Aram, D., and Morrison, F.J.,
2014; Gerde, et al., 2012).
Bindman, et al., (2014), presented findings from a longitudinal study on the support
parents provided to their preschool child during a joint writing task of creating a pretend birthday
party invitation. Researchers assessed the support parents provide their children during the
experience in terms of isolating sounds in words, providing print support with assisting to write
or form the letters, as well as how often the parents corrected the child’s writing (Bindman et al.,
2014). Assessments administered to the preschoolers to determine emergent literacy skill
knowledge related to alphabet knowledge (e.g., letter identification), decoding word skills,
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vocabulary, and phonological awareness (e.g., rhyme, substitution within words, and reversal of
words). Bindman et al., (2014) determined that parents provided little support for both soundsymbol relationships in their child’s writing, as well as with the formation of letters. Many of the
parents either wrote the letters for their child or held their hand over the child’s hand while
writing (Bindman et al., 2014). Additionally, the parents often did not point out errors or correct
the child’s writing (Bindman et al., 2014). However, it is important to note that preschoolers
whose parents scaffolded their child’s writing with letter-sound support had children that were
better able to decode words using letter-sound connections, as well as a higher level of fine
motor skills (Bindman et al., 2014). Researchers suggest educators encourage joint writing
activities within the home to encourage and increase skill development (Bindman et al., 2014).
Therefore, encouraging parents to model and scaffold writing experiences with their child is a
valuable form of support within the home learning environment (Bindman et al., 2014).
Additionally, encouraging parents to model and eventually scaffold letter-sound support when
utilizing writing in the home with their child is an opportunity to further encourage the
development of emergent writing (Bindman et al., 2014).
Bingham, G.E, Quinn, M.F., and Gerde, H.K. (2017) presented findings from their study
which examined how the support preschool teachers’ provide for writing within their classroom
is correlated with preschoolers’ writing abilities. The study investigated teaching methods related
to handwriting (e.g., ability to form letters properly), spelling (e.g., letter awareness,
phonological awareness, and conventional spelling), and composing (e.g., transferring thoughts
and ideas to written form) (Bingham et al., 2017). Researchers observed teachers in a typical
morning routine to gather evidence of writing (e.g., writing materials and teacher-child writing
interactions). The writing observations of teachers were grouped into one of five categories
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including; writing environment, environmental print, teacher modeling of writing, scaffolding of
writing provided by the teacher, and the child writing on their own (Bingham et al., 2017). These
observations were later transcribed and then scored by the researchers. Students were scored on
their name writing ability, as well as invented spelling. Research revealed that writing instruction
presented by the teachers included both low level (e.g., instructing the child to write their name
at the top of their artwork, but not scaffolding the process) and high level (e.g., providing
students with instruction that can be used in various writing tasks, as well as in authentic forms
such as list making) forms of support during student writing interactions (Bingham et al., 2017).
Results of the study revealed that the majority of teacher writing interactions were termed as
being low level forms of support (e.g., letter worksheets, word tracing, and writing what the child
dictates without further support), while a minimal amount of interactions were termed as being
high level forms of support (e.g., bringing attention to letter sounds and letters while the student
is writing, as well as modeling and writing with the child) (Bingham et al., 2017). The results of
the study revealed that teachers who utilized the high level support of composing within their
classroom resulted in students with stronger writing skills, as “composing encourages children to
think about what they want to write, make choices about which words or letters to use, and to
recognize that they are communicating through their writing” (Bingham et al., 2017, p.42).
Therefore, allowing preschool students the opportunity to receive high levels of writing support
with the use of a teacher modeled and scaffolded writing instruction, while utilizing authentic
writing forms is an important component in helping to further develop emergent writing
(Bingham et al., 2017).
Concepts of Print and Emergent Literacy Development. Concepts of print are defined as
a child’s knowledge and understanding of how print works (Cabell et al., 2015). “This
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knowledge includes: print conventions (e.g., print is read from left to right and top to bottom on a
page); print functions (e.g., print carries meaning); and print forms (e.g., letters make up words)”
(Cabell et al., 2015, p.5). Furthermore, the National Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC, 1998), recommends that children are introduced to concepts of print during
the preschool years. In order to assist children in acquiring concepts of print skills it is essential
that preschoolers are presented with the opportunity to gain experience with print through a print
rich environment (e.g., having lots of print in the home and classroom with magazines, books,
food labels, etc.) (Cabell et al., 2015). Utilizing a print rich environment, as well as incorporating
interactive reading and environmental print experiences helps promote concepts of print
development when scaffolded by an adult (e.g., utilizing a finger when reading to follow the
print from left to right and display directionality, showing where to begin reading, and helping
children to recognize that connections of letters in between spaces represents a word) (Cabell et
al., 2015; NAEYC, 1998; Neumann et al., 2013). A firm understanding of concepts of print is
essential, as allowing children to learn that print carries a message is fundamental in the
development of emergent literacy and the road to learning to read (Rohde, 2015). Introducing
concepts of print within the classroom and home environment are skills that researchers strive to
increase knowledge development within as is evident in the below studies.
Neumann, M., Hood, M. & Ford, R. (2013) presented research from their observational
study of the frequency of mother-child environmental print referencing and a child’s emergent
literacy skill knowledge. Researchers focused on the strategies that mothers used when
interacting in a play based setting with large amounts of environmental print within the area,
including; demonstrating (e.g., the mother showing a child how to complete a task such as
running their finger under a word), labeling (e.g., the mother points to a container with a word
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and tells the child what it says), direction giving (e.g., telling the child to do a task), extending
(e.g., the mother expands the child’s thinking by asking further questions about the print), and
feeding back (e.g., praising the child or giving positive responses) (Neumann et al., 2013).
Neumann et al., (2013) found that the “referencing of environmental print was positively
associated with children’s print concepts. This suggests that this type of print referencing may
help children develop concepts about letters versus words and the left-to-right directionality of
print” (p.85-86). The use of environmental print in teaching print knowledge allows for a child to
see text in all different sizes, colors, and shapes around them in everyday real life contexts
(Neumann et al., 2013). Therefore, encouraging parents to utilize environmental print within the
home in ways that further encourage development of concepts of print (e.g., labeling words,
demonstration concepts such as running their finger under a word, as well as promoting
extensions of learning through conversation and questions) provides preschoolers with additional
opportunities to expand upon this knowledge within the home environment (Neumann et al.,
2013).
Neumann, M.M. (2018) conducted a study on the effects of a parent-child environmental
print program and the child’s emergent literacy skill development (e.g., letter knowledge, letter
writing, name writing, print concepts, environmental print reading, and numeral name
knowledge). Parents and children participating in the environmental print program participated in
an eight week session of thirty minutes per week of environmental print interventions (Neumann,
2018). The parents were coached on the methods prior to the program beginning. Program
methods included five main activities for the first five weeks including, introducing
environmental print on select food boxes, singing songs together that involved gross motor
movement and actions to learn directional vocabulary, interacting with letters on boxes (e.g.,
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point, say, move, trace the letters), as well as assisting child form for writing letters on paper
(Neumann, 2018). The research revealed that the environmental print program positively
affected the development of print concepts, “suggesting that pointing out letters in environmental
print words may support print concepts such as left to right directionality and referring to letter
and words using metalinguistic language” (Neumann, 2018, p.344). Additionally, the researcher
suggests that encouraging parents to run their fingers under words and sentences to teach
directionality while using environmental print will further enhance the learning of print concepts
(Neumann, 2018). Therefore, allowing preschool students the opportunity to utilize
environmental print to build knowledge of directionality, as well as letter-word connections
helps to further develop their knowledge of concepts of print (Neumann, 2018).
Summary
The experiences in a child’s early years can significantly affect their education and
learning long term (Williams & Lerner, 2019). In addition to the importance of early
experiences, research shows that parent involvement in their child’s early childhood school
setting helps to prepare children for kindergarten (Barnett et al., 2020). The importance of
developmental skills during the early years of a child’s life and the interaction of early childhood
educators and preschool families are reflected in the theoretical frameworks of social
constructivism and social interactionism (Hirtle, 1996; Hoff, 2006; Penn, 2014; Vygotsky, 1978;
Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). The social constructivism theory helps to frame the idea of
collaboration between preschool families and preschool educators through such theoretical
approaches as the Zone of Proximal Development and scaffolding (DeVries, 2008; Margolis,
2020; Penn, 2014). Lev Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development allows teachers and families
to facilitate learning just above the child’s independent learning abilities to maximize learning
potential (DeVries, 2008; Margolis, 2020; Penn, 2014). Additionally, the idea of scaffolding
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allows preschool educators and preschool families to help the child learn emergent literacy skills
that they would not be able to learn on their own (Margolis, 2020).
Numerous research studies found that actively involving families in their child’s
education, equipping them with ideas and strategies to utilize in the home, as well as creating an
opportunity to interact with teachers and other families at events such as family literacy parties
positively impacts the child’s kindergarten readiness (Dennis & Margarella, 2017; Marti et al.,
2018). Emergent literacy is a skill that researchers recognize as an important developmental
stage for young children, as it is the basis for continued development in reading and writing
(Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Research supports the teaching of and recognizes the
interconnectedness of emergent literacy skills such as concepts of print, emergent writing,
interactive read aloud, alphabet knowledge, and phonological awareness in preparation for
kindergarten readiness (Neumann, et al., 2013; Piasta et al., 2012; Puranick & Lonigan, 2012;
Schuele & Murphy, 2014; van Kleeck et al., 1997).
Early childhood educators should be highly qualified and committed to understanding
early childhood education theories, as well as utilizing research based practices in working to
engage with preschool families to help prepare preschoolers for kindergarten.
Conclusion
Research supports the importance of emergent literacy development in preparation for
kindergarten readiness through parent involvement in both the home and classroom (Arnold et
al., 2008; Barnett et al., 2020; Marti et al., 2018). This involvement helps to maximize learning
during these important developmental years (Arnold et al., 2008; Barnett et al., 2020; Marti et
al., 2018). Engaging with families to further information on the importance and practice of
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emergent literacy development prior to kindergarten helps to further establish kindergarten
readiness (Marti et al., 2018). The goal of this project is to create an opportunity for early
childhood educators to actively engage families of preschoolers to help increase the
preschooler’s emergent literacy knowledge in preparation for kindergarten. The project will
focus on family involvement and increasing emergent literacy knowledge through the
implementation of classroom literacy parent sessions throughout the school year.
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Chapter Three: Project Description
Introduction
Preparing preschool students with emergent literacy concepts and skills is an essential
piece of kindergarten readiness (Terrell & Watson, 2018). Developing these emergent literacy
skills is imperative during the early childhood years as these skills have long lasting effects on a
child’s development (Terrell & Watson, 2018). Despite the importance of developing emergent
literacy skills such as phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, concepts of print, and
reading based comprehension skills for preschoolers, not all children entering kindergarten are
equipped with these skills (Rhode, 2015). To increase kindergarten readiness, it is essential that
early childhood educators come alongside preschool families to help equip the students with the
important skills needed for kindergarten. This project presents methods and materials for
creating parent involvement within the early childhood classroom and home for the mutual
benefit of preparing the preschool child for future academic success.
Project components are designed to support five emergent literacy class parties (to be
called ‘literacy parties’ in the remainder of the chapter). The term ‘literacy party’ is utilized to
present classroom parent sessions as a positive and fun experience in order to help encourage
parent participation at the event (Marti et al., 2018).The literacy party is defined for the purpose
of this project as the experience of having preschool parents collaborate within the classroom
alongside preschool educators to learn through observation, as well as through the practice of
implementing methods and strategies for working on emergent literacy skills (e.g., interactive
read aloud, phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, emergent writing, and concepts of
print) with their child at home. These components include for each literacy party; lesson plan
outlines, resources for small group breakout activities, and parent resources. Additionally, the
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project includes methods to evaluate effectiveness through parent surveys, as well as assessment
of students’ emergent literacy skills. The project culminates with conclusions drawn from
chapter two of the project.
Project Components
Promoting parent involvement within the child’s home and classroom is an important
component to help prepare a preschooler for kindergarten (van Bergen et al., 2016). An essential
developmental stage in preparation for kindergarten readiness involves the development of
emergent literacy based skills including; interacting in the context of read aloud experiences, as
well as demonstrating phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, emergent writing, and
concepts of print (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Bridging together parent-teacher interactions
alongside the development of emergent literacy skills is associated with an increase in a child’s
pre-literacy development (Barnett et al., 2020; Arnold et al., 2008). This directly aligns with the
implementation of literacy parties within the preschool classroom.
Literacy Party Lesson Plans: The first component of the project is to outline a series of
Emergent Literacy Party Lesson Plans (Appendixes A-E) for each of the five literacy parties.
The lesson plans are directed to the preschool classroom teacher and contain modeled activities
to complete at each of the five literacy parties, along with a follow up small group activity
providing the teacher with the opportunity to support the parents as they interact with their child
utilizing the modeled methods (Barnett et al., 2020). The literacy parties take place within the
classroom during class time as research supports that parents prefer to volunteer in a classroom
setting, rather than attend informational sessions outside of the classroom (Castro et al., 2004;
Marti et al., 2018).
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The Sample Lesson for Interactive Read Aloud (Appendix A) highlights an interactive
read aloud experience, allowing parents to observe the classroom teacher leading an interactive
read aloud and then practice implementing the skills observed such as prompting children to
make predictions (e.g., what do you think the book is about), build connection (e.g., pausing
throughout text for child contributions), and vocabulary (e.g., discussing one to two unknown
words after reading). When interactive read aloud experiences are supportive (e.g., the adult
scaffolds learning for the child asking questions to provoke thinking and comprehension),
engaging (e.g., the adult reads with intonation and allows the child to be an active participant),
and mutually inclusive (e.g., the child is engaged and active in the reading) they are positively
linked to academic performance (Lennox, 2013). In order to encourage parents to be supportive
and to help scaffold students learning during the interactive read aloud experience, a script has
been created of suggested phrases and questions the parents can utilize. Additionally, in order to
encourage interactive read aloud with families, each family will receive one of the recommended
texts, in their primary home language, to take home at the end of the literacy party.
The Sample Lesson for Phonological Awareness (Appendix B) highlights a shared
reading experience incorporating exposure and practice with identifying and naming rhyming
words. Research supports increasing parent awareness of book selection, and how various text
genres can support phonological awareness such as rhyming, which is why a shared reading
experience was selected as one component of this modeled lesson (Stadler & McEvoy, 2003).
Parents will be able to observe a modeled shared reading with emphasis on rhyming, and then
implement this within a small group of children. To further promote the use of shared reading
experiences, each family will receive a book to take home that incorporates rhyming at the end
of the literacy party. Additionally, research supports the importance of children being exposed to
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phonological awareness activities within the home as preschoolers who have parents that utilize
these skills within the home in such ways as playing with sounds and language display a more
advanced knowledge of phonological awareness (Reese et al., 2015). The lesson will contain an
additional modeled large group instruction during snack time to emphasize how to include play
with sounds and language within regular parts of a child’s day.
The Sample Lesson for Alphabet Knowledge (Appendix C) includes two key components
for modeling alphabet knowledge instruction for parents of preschoolers. Research suggests that
preschoolers have the opportunity to gain experiences that focus their attention on letters, letter
sounds, and their relationship to each other (Piasta, 2014). These experiences can include
embedded instruction in shared reading, integrating into everyday conversation and routines, and
playing games with letters (Piasta, 2014). The Sample Lesson for Alphabet Knowledge
(Appendix C) focuses on providing modeled support for parents in the incorporation of alphabet
knowledge within the home environment. Therefore, the first part of the sample lesson will focus
on a shared reading activity with the intentionality of focusing on letters. To further encourage
shared reading experiences with embedded letter instruction within the home families will be
provided with a book to take home at the end of the literacy party. Additionally, it is important to
note that research shows parents often focus on letter identification within the surrounding
environment when focusing on alphabet knowledge, and parents rarely directly link the sound
and name of a letter together (Farry-Thom et al., 2020). Therefore, the modeled lesson allows the
parents to observe methods in which the name and sound of letters can be focused on together
while playing a letter/sound game that can be played in a variety of settings including the child’s
home or at the store. Additionally, to help increase parent confidence in saying the letter sounds
there will be a letter sound video within the Parent Reference Videos (Appendix G) for parents to
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reference as research suggests that parents may not feel comfortable modeling letter sounds for
their children (Farry-Thorn et al., 2020). Modeling and supporting parent knowledge of these
methods of instruction for alphabet knowledge allows parents to provide a base to support
continued development for kindergarten readiness (Piasta et al., 2012; Piasta & Wagner, 2010).
The Sample Lesson for Emergent Writing (Appendix D) focuses on building confidence
for parents to work with their preschool children on emergent writing skills. Research supports
emergent writing activities and skill building within the home, as increasing emergent writing
exposure directly impacts emergent literacy development (Bindman et al., 2014; Rhode, 2015).
Writing allows children to express their ideas and communicate, and at the emergent level shows
that the child displays an understanding that writing conveys meaning (Gerde et al., 2012). The
Sample Lesson for Emergent Writing (Appendix D), allows parents to observe a modeled lesson
and then apply the skill themselves in a small group setting. The modeled writing lesson focuses
on creating a list as this is a form of writing that many families utilize within the home. Research
supports the use of writing interactions that utilize authentic forms of writing such as list making
(Bingham et al., 2017). Furthermore, research supports the use of high level supports of writing
instruction (e.g., bringing attention to letter sounds and letters while the student is writing, as
well as modeling and writing with the child) which are utilized within the Sample Lesson for
Emergent Writing (Appendix D) (Bingham et al., 2017). In order to further encourage writing
within the home each family will receive a writing materials packet (e.g., pencil, paper, list
writing paper, and crayons) to take home at the conclusion of the literacy party. The modeling of
emergent writing within the classroom is an essential component to kindergarten readiness as
development and encouragement of children expressing themselves through early writing skills
allows for an increase in awareness of other emergent literacy skills (Rhode, 2015).
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The Sample Lesson for Concepts of Print (Appendix E) focuses on allowing parents to
gain confidence and practice methods that center on teaching basic concepts of print through the
use of environmental print. Research supports the use of environmental print in building various
emergent literacy skills, including concepts of print (e.g., directionality, letters versus words, and
awareness that print carries meaning) (Neumann et al., 2013; Neumann, 2018). Parents are able
to observe the classroom teacher model the lesson focusing on skills such as directionality
(reading from left to right), as well as pointing out the number of letters within a specific word.
Parents will then have the opportunity to lead a similar lesson themselves with a small group of
students playing an environmental print matching game. Developing a firm understanding of the
concepts of print is essential, as allowing children to learn that print carries a message is
fundamental in the development of emergent literacy and the road to learning to read (Rohde,
2015). Utilizing environmental print to help further develop these concepts is a resource that is
free and accessible to all preschool families, making it an ideal method to build emergent literacy
skills focusing on concepts of print (Neumann, 2018). Furthermore, environmental print allows
for diverse representation through the inclusion of a wide variety of cultural food packages.
Resources for Parents: An important component of the literacy parties is to allow for
parents to become involved in instruction and utilize the teacher modeled strategies themselves
while the classroom teacher is available to answer questions and provide additional support to
the preschool parents (Marti et al., 2018). The next component of the project Resources for
Parents (Appendix F) will contain important information and suggested scripts for each of the
emergent literacy classroom parties to allow parents to have a point of reference to recall and
utilize key strategies and methods during at home learning. It is important that the preschool
families are presented with this information in their primary home language to encourage parent
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involvement for all preschool families therefore; Resources for Parents (Appendix F) should be
translated accordingly. Additionally, each literacy party has a Parent Reference Recording
(Appendix G) which is shared with parents following each literacy party. The Parent Reference
Recordings (Appendix G) are meant to serve as a tool for parents to utilize for recalling the
modeled instruction that was presented, as the ability to lead their children in these skills takes
practice and repeated exposure. Research supports the importance of parents receiving modeled
examples of literacy instruction as this modeled support is related to the increase in children’s
emergent literacy progress (Dennis & Margarella, 2017; Ihmeideh & Al-Maadadi, 2020).
Research suggests that involving parents in their child’s education directly correlates to the
quantity and quality of parent engagement in home learning activities (Barnett et al., 2020).
Furthermore, parent involvement in the early childhood education setting and at home is
connected to the increase of a child’s pre-literacy development and kindergarten preparation
(Barnett et al., 2020; Arnold et al., 2008).
Project Evaluation
This project will be assessed utilizing two different methods. In the first method, the
teacher utilizes the Parent Attendance Log (Appendix H) to monitor parent attendance rates at
the various literacy parties. This allows teachers to have a firm record of whom to send the
Parent Evaluation (Appendix I) to. As noted previously, parents are fundamental to the success
of creating a partnership between the preschool classroom and home (Haney & Hill, 2004). The
Parent Evaluation (Appendix I) provides parents with the opportunity to reflect on their
experience of attending the literacy parties by evaluating the event and providing feedback of the
event based on their experience utilizing the Likert scale survey. The Parent Evaluation
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(Appendix I) is provided to parents following each of the literacy parties. The survey will allow
educators to receive feedback on how to improve future class literacy events.
The second method utilized to evaluate this project is with the Student Assessment
Record (Appendix J) which is utilized to record student scores in emergent literacy throughout
the school year, and allow for the evaluation of growth with each of the emergent literacy skills.
Student scores from fall, winter, and spring will be analyzed on the district required assessments
in all emergent literacy categories. Percentages of students who showed growth can then be
compared to the percentage of student growth from the prior year, being sure to account for the
percentage of students who had parents attending the literacy parties. Monitoring student growth
is an indication if the partnership between preschool, parents, and teachers impacts the level of
student emergent literacy growth.
Project Conclusions
Utilizing the materials and components of this project, a qualified preschool teacher, and
the preschool parents will assist in achieving kindergarten readiness skills for current preschool
students. This will improve student achievement scores within emergent literacy as research has
shown that kindergarten readiness skills can be obtained in both the home environment, as well
as the preschool classroom environment as parents and teacher interact together helping the
preschool child succeed (Terrell & Watson, 2008). This project establishes opportunities for
preschool teachers to provide modeled opportunities of emergent literacy instruction to parents,
as well as allowing the parents to try the modeled methods interactively within the classroom
with support and guidance of the classroom teacher. Preschool teachers are able to involve
parents during this experience by creating a welcoming learning environment. Preschool students
are able to build a relationship between home and school, and benefit from the interactive
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experience with positive effects on their student achievement and development of kindergarten
readiness skills.
This project leaves some questions unanswered. While parent involvement within the
classroom is important, it is not always easy to implement. It is up to the classroom teacher to
create the opportunity and environment conducive to parent participation. Additionally, the
preschool parents must be willing to participate in the opportunities to volunteer and engage with
the preschool teacher. Supplies for materials to support the emergent literacy parties will take
additional time and funding, resulting in educators needing to prioritize time and resources for
the literacy parties. The additional time and funds needed to invest in the literacy parties could
become overwhelming to some preschool educators. Ultimately, this project allows for
interactions between the child, parent, and educator within the preschool classroom increasing
future academic success and kindergarten readiness.
Plans for Implementation
Creating an opportunity for parent involvement within the preschool classroom is
something that can be implemented in a variety of preschool classrooms. This project is intended
to provide teachers with a guide for developing and increasing parent involvement in both the
classroom and home environment. The sample lessons and documents are intended for use
within a preschool classroom. The lessons and documents are not intended to be the only method
of involvement with preschool families, but rather should be used in conjunction with other
modes of involvement such as parent-teacher conferences, home visits, and additional family
involvement opportunities throughout the school year.
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Sample Lesson for Interactive Read Aloud
Grade: Preschool
Emergent Literacy Concept: Interactive Read Aloud
Emergent Literacy Lesson Focus:



Student Focus: I can make predictions about the text, build connections to the
story, and learn new vocabulary words.
Parent Focus: I can lead an interactive read aloud experience prompting
comprehension (e.g., what do you think the book is about), connection (e.g.,
throughout text for child contributions), and vocabulary (e.g., discussing one to
two unknown words after reading).

Book: The teacher will select a picture book that allows for the above focused skills to be
addressed, additionally selecting a book with repetitive phrases allows for increased participation
and interaction. Possible picture books to select are The Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, and Henny Penny (authors are intentionally not listed as numerous versions of these
books are available). For the purpose of this sample lesson, the example book referred to will be
The Three Little Javelinas (Lowell, S., 1992).
Materials: Teacher read aloud book, extra chairs for parents, groupings of students for parent
read aloud extension, multiple copies of parent read aloud book, copy of extra recommended text
for each family to receive for use at home, copies of Interactive Read Aloud Parent Script
(Appendix F), and camera to record session for Parent Reference Recordings (Appendix G).
Read Aloud: The preschool teacher will model the interactive read aloud experience with the
class while parents observe the interactions and methods utilized.


Read Aloud Introduction:
o “Parents I will begin our literacy party with the reading of a picture book. I
encourage you to take note of some of the strategies that I use during the read
aloud.”
o “The lesson will be brief and move rather quickly, however, I will also share
a video of the lesson with additional comments added in for you to reference
after this literacy party.”
o “After I read with the students I will have you read with one to two students
utilizing similar strategies to engage the preschoolers. I will provide you with
a sample script to utilize during the interactive read aloud. I will also be able
to assist you with any questions that you have during the small group
interactive read aloud. Please feel free to reach out to me with any follow up
questions that you may have about the process.”
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Book Introduction: “Today, we are going to read a book called The Three Little
Javelinas (point to title). The author of the story is Susan Lowell, and the illustrator is
Jim Harris.”
Before Reading: “Let’s take a look at the front cover of the book to see if we can find
any clues and make a prediction of what the book may be about.” Call on students
one at a time to share what they predict the book will be about, ask the student to
explain their reasoning behind their prediction.
During Reading: Read the story with intonation and pause to allow students to
complete predictive phrases for example “I’ll huff and…,” then pause for students to
complete the phrase.
After Reading:
o “Parents at this time I will refer back to the text to talk about one or two
words that the children may be unfamiliar with.”
o “Boys and girls I heard the word tumbleweed in the story. I wonder what
tumble weeds are, let’s use the pictures to help us figure out what that word
might mean.” Call on students to assist with what tumbleweeds are, scaffold
their learning as necessary in defining the word.
o “Another word that I am wondering about is a whirlwind. I wonder what
whirlwind means. Let’s use the picture to help us figure out what that word
might mean.” Again, call on students to assist with determining what a
whirlwind is, scaffold their learning as necessary in defining the word.

Small Group Extension for Preschool Parents: Explain to students that they will now work in
small groups with the classroom volunteers, being sure that the students with a parent present are
placed with their parent.


Parent Read Aloud Extension:
o Provide parents with a book similar to what was read for the modeled read
aloud; for example, another fairy tale book such as Goldilocks and the Three
Bears or Henny Penny. This lesson will be utilizing Goldilocks and the Three
Bears. This book has been selected for ease of familiarity to most parents,
however, there are various versions that can be incorporated into the lesson
that are more diverse for example, Goldy Luck and the Three Pandas (Yim,
N., 2015).
o Be sure to provide parents with their copy of the interactive read aloud parent
script from Resources for Parents (Appendix F), to assist with the interactive
read aloud experience. Additionally, be sure to be walking around the room
assisting parents as needed and listening to their read aloud experience to
provide suggestions and positive feedback such as:
 “I really like the way that you paused and allowed the children to add
in a response if they desired.”
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“Great job leading the vocabulary instruction. You had a great way of
balancing child input with adult assistance.”
 “I love your intonation when reading the book, I wonder if you paused
at key moments in the book if that would allow the children to be more
active in the reading.”
Scaffolding: If parents are struggling with utilizing the questions and comments
before, during, or after the reading assist them with the process by further modeling.
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Sample Lesson for Phonological Awareness
Grade: Preschool
Emergent Literacy Concept: Phonological Awareness
Emergent Literacy Lesson Focus:



Student Focus: I can listen for words that rhyme and help identify beginning sounds
in words.
Parent Focus: I can promote phonological awareness with my child through
interactive read aloud focusing on rhyming, and play with language during daily
routines.

Book: The teacher will select a book allowing for the above focused skill to be addressed and
modeled for the parents. Possible picture books to utilize with focus on developing rhyme
include; Sheep in a Jeep (Shaw, 1986), Big Red Barn (Brown, 1989), and Bear Snores On
(Wilson, 2005). For the purpose of this sample lesson, the example book referred to will be Bear
Snores On (Wilson, 2005).
Materials: Read aloud book, extra chairs for parents, groupings of students for parent
phonological awareness extension, multiple copies of parent read aloud book, copies of
Phonological Awareness Script (Appendix F), book that incorporates rhyming for each family to
take home, and camera to record Parent Reference Recordings (Appendix G).
Read Aloud: The preschool teacher will model the shared read aloud experience with focus on
rhyming with the class while parents observe the interactions and methods utilized.


Read Aloud Introduction:
o “Parents I will begin our literacy party with the reading of a picture book. I
encourage you to take note of some of the strategies that I use during the read
aloud to increase awareness of rhyming throughout the reading.”
o “The lesson will be brief and move rather quickly, however, I will also share a
video of the lesson with additional comments added in for you to reference.”
o “After I read with the students I will have you read with one to two students
utilizing similar strategies to engage the preschoolers. I will be able to assist
you with any questions that you have during the small group shared reading
with rhyming focus.
o Additionally, we will have a group snack time where I will model ways to
incorporate phonological awareness skills into everyday experiences. Again, I
will post a video modeling this skill with the class for your reference.”
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Book Introduction: “Today, we are going to read a book called Bear Snores On
(Wilson, 2005) (point to title). The author of the story is Karma Wilson, and the
illustrator is Jane Chapman.”
Before Reading: “Today we are going to listen carefully as we read this book
together for rhyming words. Let’s see if we can remember how we know if two words
rhyme (pause for student responses), yes, words that rhyme are words that sound the
same at the end of the word.”
During Reading: Read the story with intonation to highlight rhyming words
throughout the book.
After Reading: Revisit two to three rhymes throughout the book, and have students
help identify and listen for words that rhyme within the book. Be sure to scaffold
learning throughout the post-reading activity allowing for students of differing
abilities to participate at their developmental level for rhyming. For example:
o Students who are developmentally aware of the rhyming concept can be
encouraged to name two words that rhyme within a page.
o Students who are unable to independently seek out two rhyming words can be
asked to determine which word from the text rhymes with a given word.
o Students who are still developing awareness of rhyming can be asked to
chorally repeat the two words that rhyme.

Small Group Extension for Preschool Parents: Explain to students that they will now work in
small groups with our parent helpers, being sure that the students with a parent present are placed
with their parent.




Parent Read Aloud Extension:
o Provide parents with a book similar to what was read for the modeled read
aloud; for example another rhyming book such as Sheep in a Jeep (Shaw,
1986) or Big Red Barn (Brown, 1989). This sample lesson will utilize Big Red
Barn (Brown, 1989).
o Be sure to provide parents with their copy of the Parent Script for
Phonological Awareness from Parent Resources (Appendix F), to assist with
tips for increasing rhyming awareness. Additionally, be sure to be walking
around the room assisting parents as needed and listening to their shared
reading experience to provide suggestions and positive feedback.
Scaffolding: If parents are struggling with assisting children to hear rhyming words
in the text be sure to assist them with the process with further modeling.

Large Group Modeled Daily Phonological Awareness Play: Explain to parents and students
that they will now have snack time, and play the ‘What Is It Game’.


‘What Is It Game’ directions: This is a game that can be utilized during various
routine parts of a child’s day at home or in the classroom. At the beginning of snack
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time the teacher will make this a fun, game like experience by hiding the snack under
a small towel. The teacher will then lead the students through a series of clues to help
find out what the snack is.
o For example, if the snack is apples, carrots, and milk the teacher will say,
“The first part of our snack starts with the sound /a/, and it is a fruit.” The
teacher will then pause to allow for students to guess, providing additional
clues as needed for students to guess the item.
o “The next item in our snack starts with the sound /c/, and is a vegetable.” The
teacher will then pause to allow for students to guess, providing additional
clues as needed for students to guess the item.
o “The last item we have for snack starts with the sound /m/, I wonder if it is a
mouse or milk.” Be sure to elaborate the initial sound in the words ‘mouse’
and ‘milk’. The teacher will then pause to allow students to guess.
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Sample Lesson for Alphabet Knowledge
Grade: Preschool
Emergent Literacy Concept: Alphabet Knowledge
Emergent Literacy Lesson Focus:



Student Focus: I can name letters and produce letter sounds.
Parent Focus: I can promote alphabet knowledge by providing interactive and
engaging activities with my child through such experiences as shared reading and
alphabet games.

Book: The teacher will select a book allowing for the above focused skill to be addressed and
modeled for the parents. Possible picture books to utilize with focus of a specific letter include
The Great Fuzz Frenzy (Stevens, J. & Stevens-Crummel, S. (2005), Pete the Cat and the Perfect
Pizza Party (Dean, J. & Dean, K. (2019), and Some Smug Slug (Edwards, P.D. (1996).
Materials: Book of choice for focusing on specific letter name and sound, Multiple copies of
additional book for parents to use within small groups, Alphabet Knowledge Script (Appendix
F), a variety of books containing alliteration for each family to choose from to take home, and a
camera to record the Parent Letter Sound Recording (Appendix G).
Read Aloud: The preschool teacher will model the shared read aloud experience with focus on
embedded letter instruction by identifying letters and letter sounds with the class while parents
observe the interactions and methods utilized.




Read Aloud Introduction:
o “Parents I will begin our literacy party with the reading of a picture book. I
encourage you to take note of some of the strategies that I use during the read
aloud to increase awareness of identifying letters and letter sounds
throughout the reading.”
o “The lesson will be brief and move rather quickly, however, I will also share a
video of the lesson with additional comments added in for you to reference.”
o In this reading I will be focusing on the letter ___ and the sound the letter
___ represents. After I read with the students I will have you read with one to
two students utilizing similar strategies to engage the preschoolers. I will be
able to assist you with any questions that you have during the small group
shared reading focusing on identifying letters and letter sounds.
Book Introduction: “Today, we are going to read a book called ___ (point to title).
The author of the story is _____, and the illustrator is _____.”
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Before Reading: “Today we are going to read a book where we will see the letter
____ and hear the letter ____ a lot.” Show the students the letter ____ and have the
students repeat the sound /__ / after you.
During Reading: Read the story to the students.
o Be sure to pause at moments throughout where there may be a series of words
that begin with the same sound to allow students to comment.
After Reading: Look back in the text to see if students can find any words that begin
with the letter ____. Have them say the word and draw out the sound at the beginning
of the word.
Small Group Extension for Preschool Parents: Explain to students that they will
now work in small groups with our parent helpers, being sure that the students with a
parent present are placed with their parent.
Parent Read Aloud Extension:
o Provide parents with a book similar to what was read for the modeled read
aloud that will allow for focus on a specific letter.
o Be sure to provide parents with their copy of Alphabet Knowledge Script
(Appendix F), to assist with tips for increasing alphabet knowledge.
Additionally, be sure to be walking around the room assisting parents as
needed and listening to their shared reading experience to provide suggestions
and feedback.
Scaffolding: If parents are struggling with assisting children with finding letters in
the text and encouraging children to provide the letter sound be sure to assist them
with the process by further modeling.

Large Group Modeled Alphabet Knowledge Activity: Explain to parents and students that we
are going to play ‘Letter Eye Spy’ together.


‘Letter Eye Spy’ directions: This is a game that can be used throughout the day at
home, when you are at a store, or when you are driving in the car.
o “I am going to say a letter name and you will walk around the room and see if
you can find that letter. Once you find the letter be sure to stand by the letter
and point to it.”
o Give the students ample time to find a letter and assist those who need help
finding the letter (additional scaffolding may be necessary by showing a
visual representation of the letter for students to be able to find the same
letter). Play a few rounds before ending the game.
o This game may be used with the letter sound in place. For example, “I am
going to say a letter sound, and you will walk around the room and find the
letter that represents that sound. Once you find the letter be sure to stand by
the letter and point to it.”
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Sample Lesson for Emergent Writing
Grade: Preschool
Emergent Literacy Concept: Emergent Writing
Emergent Literacy Lesson Focus:



Student Focus: I can convey my thoughts and ideas with writing.
Parent Focus: I can promote emergent writing by encouraging and modeling writing
with my child in daily experiences.

Materials: Extra chair for parents, groupings of students for parent emergent writing extension,
large chart paper for large group and small group activity, markers for writing, Writing Script
(Appendix F), camera for recording Parent Reference Recordings (Appendix G), and a writing
materials packet (e.g., pencil, paper, list paper, and crayons) for each family to take home at the
end of the literacy party.
Modeled Writing Activity:






Modeled Writing Introduction:
o “Parents I will begin our literacy party with the modeling of an emergent
writing activity. I encourage you to take note of some of the strategies that I
use during the writing activity. This activity focuses on us making a list of
things we need to wear when we go outside in the winter. You can have your
child help you with list writing at home in such ways as things you may need
for a trip, a party, or things you may need to buy at the store.”
o “The lesson will be brief and move rather quickly, however, I will also share a
video of the lesson with additional comments added in for you to reference.”
o After I write with the students I will have you work on a writing activity with
one to two students utilizing similar strategies to engage the preschoolers. I
will be able to assist you with any questions that you have during the small
group interactive writing activity.”
Writing Introduction: “Today we are going to work together to make a list of items
we need to wear when we go out to play in the snow. Each of you will have the
opportunity to help us with our snow gear list.”
Writing Activity:
o Write the title of the list (Winter Gear) at the top of the chart paper.
o Be sure to provide each child with the support they need with writing, for
example, some children may need to tell you an item and then trace what you
write, other students may be able to write the first letter of the word, or use
sound spelling to write.
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o If students are having difficulty coming up with items, assist them by giving
clues such as “I’m thinking we need something that keeps our feet dry when
we play in the snow.”
o Continue until all students have had a turn.
Post Writing:
o “Let’s read the items that we wrote on the list together, I will read the word
first and then you can read the word.”
o “We will now get to work in small groups with our volunteers, where you will
get to help make a list of what you need when you come to school each day.”
Parent Writing Extension: Parents will assist students with the list writing activity.
Be sure to continue to walk around and assist groups with writing as needed.
o Provide parents with the large chart paper and markers for writing.
o The parent will then work on a joint writing activity with the children
allowing the child to help brainstorm and write a list of items they need when
they come to school each day.
o The parent will utilize the modeled skills as appropriate with the small group
of students.
o Scaffolding: If parents are struggling with utilizing/modeling the emergent
writing skills assist them with the process by further modeling.
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Sample Lesson for Concepts of Print
Grade: Preschool
Emergent Literacy Concept: Concepts of Print
Emergent Literacy Lesson Focus:



Student Focus: I can use environmental print to show the direction my finger travels
when reading words. I can count the number of letters in a word.
Parent Focus: I can promote print concepts such as directionality and counting letters
that make up words by utilizing environmental print referencing with my child.

Materials: Extra chair for parents, groupings of students for parent small group extension,
Concepts of Print Script (Appendix F), camera to record Parent Reference Recordings
(Appendix G), examples of environmental print (e.g., food boxes and containers, street signs,
and store/restaurant signs), additional food boxes with multiples of each kind for each small
group (be sure to include food boxes from a variety of cultural background to insure that all
students are represented with the materials).
Modeled Concepts of Print Activity:






Modeled Concepts of Print Introduction:
o “Parents I will begin our literacy party with the modeling of teaching
concepts of print using environmental print. I encourage you to take note of
some of the strategies that I use during the environmental print activity.
Environmental print is a fun way to work with literacy skills because it is all
around us.”
o “The lesson will be brief and move rather quickly, however, I will also share a
video of the lesson with additional comments added in for you to reference.”
o “After our large group environmental print lesson I will have you work on an
environmental print lesson with one to two students utilizing similar strategies
to engage the preschoolers. I will be able to assist you with any questions that
you have during the small group activity.”
Concepts of Print/Environmental Print Introduction:
o “Today we are going to work together to use clues to help us read boxes,
containers, and signs that are all around us. This print that is all around us is
called environmental print, it is in our environment where we live, go
shopping, and play. Environmental print is all around us. I have some
examples of environmental print and I want to see if you can help me read
what they say.”
Concepts of Print/Environmental Print Activity:
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o Have a small piece of fabric that you will use to hide the various
environmental prints you will show the children, be sure to pick well known
products and signs for the game.
o Display a small amount of the label or sign and say, “I wonder what this says,
can anyone tell me what this label/sign is?”
o Uncover a bit more of the label or sign as needed for children to be able to
identify it.
o Once children figure out what the label or sign is, help them read the word(s).
Be sure to model with your finger the directionality of reading the words, be
sure to be explicit and explain to the students “this is how we use our finger to
help our eyes follow the words across.”
o Continue the environmental print guessing game with additional product
labels/signs.
 Be sure to continue to model directionality of reading.
 Allow students to develop the concept of letters making up words by
counting how many letters are in the large words on the package.
“Wow, this word looks really long, I wonder how many letters are in
this word. Let’s count the letters and find out.”
Post Concepts of Print/Environmental Print Activity: “Wonderful work with
reading environmental print. We are now going to work in small groups with our
class volunteers.

Small Group Environmental Print Matching Game with Preschool Parents:




Parent Concepts of Print/Environmental Print Extension: Parents will assist
students with the environmental print matching game.
o Each group will receive a variety of food boxes with multiples of each kind.
o The preschoolers will work with the adult to match the food boxes that go
together.
o The students in each group will then work together with the parent to read the
food boxes.
o The parent will encourage concepts of print such as:
 Running their finger under the words as they read them.
 Counting the number of letters in the words.
Scaffolding: If parents are struggling with utilizing/modeling the concepts of print
methods be sure to assist them with the process by further modeling.
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Interactive Read Aloud Script
1.

Before Read Aloud:
 Look at the front cover of the book with your child
and say, “What do you think this book is about?”

2.

During Read Aloud:
 Build in short pauses throughout the book when
reading to allow your child the opportunity to
share or contribute during the read aloud
experience.
o For example, when reading Goldilocks and
the Three Bears pause after Goldilocks tries
the first bowl of porridge to see if your child
contributes suggestions.
o Another great section to pause at is when
the bears find her sleeping in their bed.

3.

After Read Aloud:

 At the end of the interactive read aloud refer back
to the reading to discuss the meaning of one or
two words.
o For example, porridge and/or curious

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Phonological Awareness Script

Shared Read Aloud with Rhyming Focus:
 Before Read Aloud: Remind your child that
you will be reading the book and listening for
rhyming words. (Remember, rhyming words are
words that sound the same at the end such as
cat-bat, frog-log, and bear-chair.)

 During Read Aloud: Read the book with
expression in a way that emphasizes the rhyming
words in the book.

 After Read Aloud: Look back in the book with
your child to see if you can find two to three
rhyming word sets, and have your child repeat
the rhyming words with you.

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Daily Phonological Awareness Play Script


What Is It Game:
o This is a game that can be utilized during various routine
parts of a child’s day such as when preparing meals or
getting dressed.
o The parent leads the game by giving the child clues about
the item. The main clue when the game is played should
be the beginning sound of the object (can be altered to
use with rhyming as well).
o Meal Time Example:

 If you are preparing hamburgers, french fries, and
carrot sticks you can hide the food items behind a
small kitchen towel.
 Give your child a clue such as “one of the things we
will be eating starts with the sound /h/, and has a
bread bun”. Be sure to pause to allow your child
time to guess the food, providing additional clues as
needed for your child to guess the item.
 Continue with the other food items that are being
prepared for the meal.

o Getting Dressed Example:
 When helping your child get dressed in the morning
or before bed at night give your child clues for an
item you are naming and see if they can guess the
item.
 For example, “I see something that starts with /p/
and is blue. Yes, you are right, your pants.”

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Alphabet Knowledge Script

Shared Read Aloud with Alphabet Knowledge:
 Before Read Aloud: Remind your child that
you will be reading the book and looking for
letters. (You may choose a specific letter or ask
your child what letter they would like to be on the
lookout for today.)

 During Read Aloud: Read the book with
expression and pause briefly at times throughout
the text to allow your child to make comments in
regards to the text or letters they notice.

 After Read Aloud: Look back in the book with
your child to see if you can find two to three
words that begin with a specific letter. Practice
stretching the sound out at the beginning of the
word with your child.

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Alphabet Knowledge Game Script

Letter Eye Spy Game
Letter Eye Spy Directions: This is a game that can be used throughout
the day at home or when you are in the store.

 At Home Example:
o Play while helping your child brush their teeth
 “I see the letter ‘T’ on your toothpaste container. Can
you find the letter ‘T’ on it?”
o This game may be used with the letter sound.
 “I see a letter that represents the sound /t/ on your
toothpaste container. Can you find the letter that
represents the sound /t/?”

 In the Store Example:
o This game may be used with the letter name.
 “While we are waiting in line to checkout and pay, I am
going to say a letter name. I want to see if you can look
around us and find the letter and point to it. Remember
you must stay right by me so the letter must be near
us.”
 For example, “Can you find the letter M?”
o This game may be used with the letter sound.
 “While we are waiting in line to checkout and pay, I am
going to say a letter sound. I want to see if you can look
around us and find the letter that represents the sound
and point to it. Remember you must stay right by me so
the letter must be near us.”
 For example, “Can you find the letter that represents the
sound /m/?”

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Writing Script
Shared Writing and List Making:
 Before Writing: Invite your child to help you make a
list for things that you will need.
o Examples of lists to make are:
 Items to bring on a trip
 Items you may need for a party or other
special event
 Items you may need from a store

 During Writing: Have your child help you with writing
the list. Some fun ways to allow this are:
o Have your child trace the letters you write.
o Allow your child to write the first letter of the word.
o Have your child think of items to add the list and
model the writing of the word as your child
watches, being sure to stretch out the sounds of
the word as your write (for example, /m/ /i/ /l/ /k/).

 After Writing: Read over the list with your child to see
if you are missing anything. Have your child repeat what
you read as you point to the items on the list.

Note: Children love to practice writing on their own. Provide your child with
paper to make their own list, and have them tell you what it says.

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Environmental Print Script
Environmental Print is the print that is found all around
us. Some examples of environmental print are:


Fast food and restaurant signs

 Store signs
 Logos found on food packaging



Clothing logos

 Road and street signs

How can I help my child with environmental print?
 Point out environmental print at home, in stores, and
while driving around town.
 Model and encourage your child to run their finger
under the environmental print words they are reading
to encourage directionality.
 Count the number of letters within the environmental
print words to encourage the concept of letters
making up words.
 Talk about the names of letters that are in the
environmental print.
 Play games using food boxes and containers. Have
your child find a box by saying the food name or
label.
 Cut up food packages to make puzzles your child can
put together.

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Parent Reference Recordings
The Reference Recordings listed below may be recorded on a digital platform as preferred by the
classroom teacher. The videos will be shared with the preschool families for reference
throughout the school year.
Content: This reference recording is a
Reference Recording:
Interactive Read Aloud
recording of the live event that parents
attended, with additional teacher
commentary added in following the event
(e.g., Explaining how to scaffold predictions
about what the book is about, referencing
intentional pauses within the text, and the
reasoning for selecting specific vocabulary
words). The recording is a visual
representation in which the parents can
watch independently to assist with further
informing their knowledge of leading
interactive read aloud with their child.
Content: This reference recording
Reference Recording:
Phonological Awareness
incorporates a video review of the shared
book reading experience focusing on
rhyming. This video is a live recording of
the phonological awareness literacy party
that parents previously attended. The video
includes additional commentary added by
the teacher to include important notes and
points of reference for the parents to inform
their knowledge.
Content: This reference recording
Reference Recording:
Alphabet Knowledge
incorporates a video review of the shared
book reading experience focusing on
alphabet knowledge. This video is a live
recording of the alphabet knowledge literacy
party that parents previously attended. The
video includes additional commentary added
by the teacher to include important notes and
points of reference for the parents to inform
their knowledge.
Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Reference Recording:
Letter Sound Video

Content: The teacher will record a video for
parents to reference throughout the school
year as a reference for correctly producing
letter sounds.

Reference Recording:
Emergent Writing

Content: This reference recording
incorporates a video review of the shared
writing experience focusing on list writing.
This video is a live recording of the
emergent writing literacy party that parents
previously attended. The video includes
additional commentary added by the teacher
to include important notes and points of
reference for the parents to inform their
knowledge.
Content: This reference recording
incorporates a video focusing on both large
group and small group instruction utilizing
environmental print. This video is a live
recording of the concepts of print emergent
literacy party that parents previously
attended. The video includes additional
commentary added by the teacher to include
important notes and points of reference for
the parents to inform their knowledge.

Reference Recording:
Concepts of Print

Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Emergent Literacy Class Party: ______________________________ Date: ______________

Thank you for attending our Emergent Literacy Party! We value and appreciate your help
within the classroom. Please sign in by listing both your name and your child’s name. 

Child’s Name

Parent’s Name

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.

16.

16.
Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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Student Name: ___________________________________ School Year: ________________
Classroom Teacher: _______________________________
District Literacy Assessment Data
Fall Benchmark Data:

Winter Benchmark Data:

Spring Benchmark Data:

Comprehension

Comprehension

Comprehension

______________
Vocabulary and Oral Language

______________
Vocabulary and Oral Language

______________
Vocabulary and Oral Language

______________
Alphabet Knowledge

______________
Alphabet Knowledge

______________
Alphabet Knowledge

______________
Phonological Awareness

______________
Phonological Awareness

______________
Phonological Awareness

______________

______________

______________

Student Writing Sample:

Additional Notes or Important Information:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Created by Jamie DeVries, 2021
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